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Suspect in compton police shooting

Police arrested a 15-year-old boy Friday for a shooting at a Wisconsin mall that left eight people injured. At least seven adults and one teenager were injured in the shooting at the Mayfair Mall in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin.On Sunday, Wauwatosa Police Chief Barry Weber said the incident was spurred by
fighting between the groups, a local Fox television affiliate reported. A police spokesman told the station that the teenager was arrested Saturday night and that a firearm was found. Authorities from several law enforcement agencies surrounded a mall about 10 miles northwest of Milwaukee, after reports
of shots fired at 2:50 a.m..m.m. local time, according to WISN-TV. Detectives from the FBI and the Department of Justice also arrived at the scene. Police evacuated everyone from the mall Friday night and the victims were transported to the hospital, according to the Wauwatosa Police Department. The
mall will remain closed by Saturday. The initial investigation has led us to believe that this shooting was not a random act, and was the result of an altercation, the department said on Twitter. FBI officers and police stand outside the Mayfair Mall after a shooting on November 20, 2020, in Wauwatosa,
Wisconsin. Nam Y. Huh/AP Photo We just fell to the floorSome buyers told WISN-TV that they heard between eight and 12 gunshots around 3 p.m.m. local time before they fled the building. I knew right away that it was a gunshot and they just kept coming from one right after the other, Jill Wooley, who
said she was inside the mall with her 79-year-old mother, told local CBS affiliate WDJT. We just fell to the floor. He added: 'We've all been exposed to public shootings. I think we've all been thinking about what we'd do in this situation. Steve Humphrie's daughter called him from the mall. When he called
me, I heard gunshots, so I just left, he told WDJT. Any father would be scared and nervous. I tried to get here as fast as I could. He said that when he was finally able to facetime him, the police had him waiting in the hallway with a large number of people. Becky Clark told WISN on Friday that her friend,
who works at Macy's, was hiding in a warehouse room with her colleagues, waiting to be rescued. They're just hiding, they don't know what's going on. They know that several people have been carried out, Clark said at the time. Workers told WISN they had to keep their hands up when the building was
evacuated. A protester stands in front of Wauwatosa Town Hall on Friday, May 9, 2017. On Wednesday, District Attorney John Chisholm declined to file charges against Wauwatosa Police Officer Joseph Mensah for the February 2 fatal shooting of 17-year-old Alvin Cole at mayfair mall. AP Photo/Morry
Gash Wauwatosa was the site of protests last month after the District Attorney had refused to file charges against local police officer Joseph Mensah in the fatal shooting 17-year-old Alvin Cole at the Mayfair department store. The Police Department announced at 3:.m. that Mensah had resigned from the
department.-Wauwatosa Police (WI) (@WauwatosaPD) November 20, 2020 Dallas Federal Reserve President Robert Kaplan on Monday said he expects a broad vaccine distribution to unleash strong economic growth later this year, allowing the U.S. central bank to begin pulling back some of its
emergency financial support. We should be as aggressive as we can when we have teeth in this pandemic until we are convinced that we have weathered this pandemic, Kaplan said at a virtual town hall event. The central bank is currently buying U.S. Treasuries and mortgage-backed securities at a
pace of $120 billion a month, and has pledged to continue quantitative easing at the same pace until the economy has made significant further progress toward the Fed's goals of full employment and stable prices. We got waxed and got smashed, Tyler Cameron wrote in the video descriptionAd•News N
ForumsThank you for feedback. We will remove it and make the necessary changes. China's index tent represents the changing dynamics of the Chinese economy, along with growth technology-oriented companies. (Bloomberg) - India's central bank expects the bank's bad lending ratio to nearly double
this year and warned that soaring markets and a weakened economy threaten financial stability. The Reserve Bank of India forecasts non-performing loans rising 13.5% from all advances by the end of September to 7.5% a year ago, according to its half-year financial stability report released on Monday. If
the number stays at 2022, the number will be 100%. Domestically, corporate financing has been softened by policy measures and a credit moratorium announced in the face of a pandemic, but stresses that this would be visible with a delay, the Reserve Bank said. This affects the banking sector, as the
vulnerability of companies and the banking sector is interlinked. Like global peers, Indian lenders have been hit hard by the coronavirus outbreak, triggering an unprecedented economic downturn that undermines borrowers' ability to repay debts. Banks came into the year already weakened by the two-
year shadow loan crisis and are now struggling with one of the worst bad-loan ratios in the majors. In response, the RBI has taken unprecedented steps, including a moratorium on repayment of loans completed in August, followed by a two-year debt restructuring programme. However, the measures have
made it difficult to assess the scale of the problem. The congressional liquidity and financing conditions have supported the financial parameters of the banks, but it is acknowledged that the existing accounting numbers conceal actual recognition of stress, Governor Shaktikanta Das wrote in the report. In
this context, banks must use central financial conditions and a conducive political environment to business models that solve emerging problems. Read why India's financial sector keeps blowing up the RBI expects banks' capital ratios to fall from 14% in September to 15.6% in September 2020. This
could deteriorate to 12.5% in a very severe stress scenario, with nine banks not necessarily meeting the minimum capital requirement of 9%. Most banks have raised capital in the last six months. Private lenders led the package, followed by state-run peers, including the country's largest lender, the
National Bank of India, which raised funds through additional Tier 1 bonds. S &amp;S P BSE Bankex Index 2020 saw its first annual decline in five years, even as the benchmark rose to 16% read India's entry into the virus caused by the recession, Governor Das also warned to widen the disconnect
between certain parts of financial markets and the real economy. India's benchmark stock index has followed its global peers from rising to record highs, while the government estimates gross domestic product will fall 7.7% in the year to March 2021, the biggest contraction since 1952. The stretched
valuation of financial assets threatens financial stability, Das said. Banks and financial intermediaries must be aware of these risks and spill-over risks in a interconnected financial system. (Updates on ninth and shares) For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comTelli now to stay ahead of the
most reliable business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Panaji (Goa) [India], January 12 (ANI): After suffering defeat to Mumbai City FC in the ongoing Indian Super League (ISL), ATK Mohun Bagan coach Antonio Habas said there was not much difference between the two sides. The Trump
administration is expected to grant exemptions to some oil refineries that would exempt them from requirements that interfere with biofuel in their fuel mix by 2019, according to two sources familiar with the matter. The move would be one of President Donald Trump's environmental protection agency's
latest measures to balance the competing desires of the biofuel and oil industries over biofuel blending laws. The decision, however, would be a blow to the biofuel industry and corn producers, who say the exemptions undermined demand for these products, even though the oil industry rejects this claim.
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000 000 000 0000 000 0000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 boseman died last year. In. At 43. Russian President Vladimir Putin on Monday brought together the leaders of Armenia and Azerbaijan for the first time since the war last year over the Nagorno-Karabakh region in



an attempt to resolve problems that could undermine the agreement that ended the conflict. A Russian-brokered ceasefire agreement in November halted a six-week conflict between the Azeri and Armenian nations, locking up Azerbaijan's territorial gains. Putin said the ceasefire agreement, which saw
Moscow deploy peacekeepers, had been implemented without a serious incident and negotiations were beneficial. We were able to agree and sign a joint declaration on the development of the region, he said. I am talking about concrete steps to build economic links and to develop projects for (transport)
infrastructure. Armenian Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan said it was still not possible to mediate the exchange of the remaining prisoners. But he and Azeri President Ilham Aliyev pointed to progress in other areas, where both spoke positively about economic and infrastructure prospects. Aliyev said that
his country would have a rail link to Nakhchivan, the Azeri exclave bordering Turkey and Iran, for the first time, and that the hard-to-reach Armenian would receive rail links with Russia and Iran through Azeri territory. Pashinyan and Aliyev did not shake hands, only exchanging curt greetings as they sat in
the kremlin near Putin.Nagorno-Karabakh is internationally recognized as part of Azerbaijan, but ethnic Armenians and Azeris both consider it part of their historic homeland and fought a much larger war in the 1990s that left tens of thousands dead. For Russia, the latest conflict highlighted the growing
influence of azeri ally Turkey in the South Caucasus, which Moscow traditionally sees as an sphere of influence. But by brokering a deal and bringing Russian peacekeepers on the ground, Putin has thwarted a stronger Turkish presence now expanding Moscow's own military footprint. I CAN'T BELIEVE
YOU DID THIS. Ad•Massive FinanceThank for feedback. We will remove it and make the necessary changes.2,200 years ago, a game that later became a football (soccer) invented in China.Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau plans to shuffle his cabinet on Tuesday and name new ministers for
foreign, transport and innovation, sources and domestic media said on Monday. Three sources with direct access to the matter said Trudeau would conduct a limited mix-up on Tuesday morning. Sources who declined to be identified, given the sensitivity of the issue, said Trudeau acted after longtime
innovation minister Navdeep Bains decided to quit politics after the next election. Asian shares were mixed on Tuesday. U.S. stocks fell for the first time in five sessions as prices near all-time highs. The dollar rose, heading for a fourth day of gains. Shares rose in China and Hong Kong, dipped in South
Korea and were stable in Japan. S &amp;S P 500 futures rose modestly, after the real estate and consumer discretionary sectors led the U.S. benchmark lower Monday. Weighing in on the minds of investors, investors are concerned that equities are running too hot and valuations are stretched at a time
when much of the world is grappling with the worst Covid-19 pandemic. Ten-year Treasury yields rose to 1.15%, the highest level since March. After benchmark Treasury yields topped 1% last week on bets that Democratic lawmakers enacted large spending packages to steer the economic recovery out
of the pandemic, investors are mulling whether higher yields could threaten the current environment with easy financial conditions. The move has reset expectations for different asset classes. A new, more speculative and volatile phase in the bull market has begun, said Julian Emanuel, chief equity and
derivatives strategist at BTIG LLC. The depth of such withdrawals in 2021 will depend to a large extent on yields. Twitter Inc. fell after the social media platform permanently banned President Donald Trump after a mob invaded the Capitol building last week. Shares of Facebook Inc., which suspended
Trump's account, also declined. House Democrats on Monday introduced a resolution to impeach Trump for the second time, setting up a vote this week when Vice President Mike Pence uses his constitutional power to remove the president. Elsewhere, Malaysian stocks and currencies fell after the
nation declared a state of emergency to help combat a jump in coronavirus cases. Bitcoin steadied after slumping as much as 20% on Monday. Gold stopped losing the run, and West Texas Intermediate oil held near $52 a barrel. Here are some important events to come: JPMorgan Chase &amp; Co,
Citigroup Inc. and Wells Fargo &amp; Co, as well as companies from Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. that Infosys Ltd, are among those due to the report's revenue. The EIA crude inventory report is due Wednesday. The Central Bank's Christine Lagarde will speak at an online conference
Wednesday on U.S. consumer-price inflation figures due Wednesday.Biden plans to present proposals for budget support on Thursday. Fed Chair Jerome Powell will attend the webinar on Thursday. preliminary jobless claims data is due Thursday.U. retail sales, industrial production, corporate stocks and
consumer sentiment figures are due For Friday. These are some of the main steps in the markets:Stocks and P 500 futures rose 0.1% as of 12:24 a.m. .m. in Tokyo. The S&amp;P 500 index fell 0.7%. Japan's Topix dipped less than 0.1%. Australia's S&P/ASX 200 was little changed. Hong Kong's Hang
Seng added 0.6%. The Shanghai Composite rose 0.8%. The currencyBloomberg dollar spotindex was up 0.1%. The yen was flat at $104.29. The euro was little changed at $1.2147.The pound was little changed At $1.3526.The offshore yuan was 0.2% higher at 6.4666 per dollar. Bonds at 10-year
Treasurys were up 1.15%.' Gold rose 0.4% to $1,850 an ounce. For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comTelli now to stay on to the most reliable business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.)(Bloomberg) - Twitter Inc. has permanently suspended more than 70,000 accounts dedicated to
sharing QAnon-related conspiracy theory content and ratcheted up its execution in the wake of the Washington, D.C., riots last week. Many of the affected accounts were run by individuals who acted on several of them at once, Twitter said in a statement detailing its actions. As part of their latest actions,
a follower reads some users can change as much as thousands. The company had warned against sharing QAnon material over the summer and told accounts that to tweet or retweet it continues to have limited visibility throughout search, responses, and deadlines and is prohibited from being
recommended to others on Twitter. All the tweets labeled for violations of Twitter's civil rights policy - the main reason cited by the company for its initial suspension of outgoing U.S. President Donald Trump - are now limited in engagement. Users can only quote-tweet such posts, likes, responses and
retweets of disabilities. Read more: Twitter's Trump Ban Deemed Necessary, Derided as Long OverdueTwitter also blocks certain content trending on the platform, updating its policies from last week's events to closely monitor anything that could violate its rules on hate behavior, violent threats, civic
integrity and coordinated harmful actions. Facebook Inc., which also blocked Trump from posting on its platforms, including Instagram, announced that it is now removing posts containing the phrase stop steal, a common refrain among those who believe the November 2020 U.S. election is illegal. The
company said there is an ongoing threat of violence related to the concept after last week's rush to the U.S. Capitol.For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to remain the most reliable business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Ad•Iconic SpringersThank you feedback. We will
remove it and make the necessary changes. Quantum computing and supercomputers are transforming technology harvard law school emeritus Professor Alan Dershowitz sounds off to HannityNeed accounts were engaged in sharing harmful QAnon-related content on a scale, the social media company
said. The decision by OPEC and its associated countries to cut crude production by March presented a late Christmas gift to US shale companies that have cut costs, but the unexpected increase in prices could be only modest. U.S. crude oil production has fallen by 2 million barrels per day in the past
year so low and to call for a reduction in compulsory production. On Tuesday, Saudi Arabia, the world's largest oil exporter, said it would voluntarily cut its output by 1 million barrels per day (bpd) in February and March, after Russia pushed to increase output, worried about U.S. shale capitalization group
cuts. Ad•Flagman NewsThank you for your feedback. We will remove it and make the necessary changes. The dream of quantum computing to create computers much faster and more powerful than any available today - came a step closer to reality recently. (Bloomberg) -- SoftBank Group Corp Vision
Fund sold about $2 billion to 2016. 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 00 00 00 00 A 0000 billion affiliate investment fund called SB Cayman 2 sold 38 million shares on Jan. 7 at an average price of
$53.46, according to a filing with U.S. Securities &amp; Securities & Securities Exchange Commission. SoftBank still holds about 18.42 million shares, according to the filing, Worth about $10 billion, it's worth about $10 billion, and it's a big deal for softbank founder Masayoshi Son, who was an aggressive
investor in driving-hailing, a sector that has been aggressive. taking large shares in Uber, China's Didi Chuxing, India Ola and Southeast Asia Grab. Those bets seemed in jeopardy when Uber stumbled upon its 2019 world-long market share. But Uber more than tripled its low in March last year as capital
markets soared. Now Didi, the largest investment in softbank's portfolio, is also considering an IPO in the second half of this year, Bloomberg has reported. SoftBank Vision Fund could pave the way for Didi Chuxing's IPO after selling Uber shares, Wrote Anthea Lai, a Bloomberg intelligence analyst, in a
research firm. Since it is said to own about 20% of the Chinese company, the exposure associated with Uber could alleviate concerns among Didi's potential investors about Softbank's strong influence in the ride-sharing sector and possible conflicts of interest. To deal with the pandemic, Uber CEO Dara
Khosrowshahi launched two rounds of redundancy and sliced valuable initiatives such as electric bicycles and flying taxis. Covid-19 lockdowns continue to depress drive-sharing demand in the company's largest markets, with sales in the U.S. and Canada down 30% in the third quarter. But the food
delivery business has grown during the pandemic, resed by much of this loss. Management has suggested that delivery can be as large or larger as a ride if a pandemic passes. Uber has pledged to change its quarterly adjusted profit by the end of this year. SoftBank's Son is the 2021 World Bank.' Son
has sold assets to finance a record buy-back of his shares. The Tokyo-based company is preparing to take on at least six more portfolio companies this year In 2020, it generated a large profit. Along with Didi, South Korean e-commerce pioneer Coupang Corp and Indonesian online mall operator PT
Tokopedia are angling for 2021 debuts, Bloomberg has reported. Son's company has about 100 start-ups, potential intellectual property rights candidates or acquisitions in its portfolio. SoftBank shares rose just under 1% on Tuesday. SoftBank is recouping its investments and trying to inject money into
ever-growing targets, said Mitsushige Akino, senior manager at Ichiyoshi Asset Management Co ..Updates analyst quote in the fifth paragraph)For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comTelli now to stay on as the most reliable business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.The Chicago White Sox
are making the move to nab the top bull pen available. Malaysian film project Oasis of Now was named the winner of the $15,000 SEAFIC award at the end of the fourth edition of the Southeast Asian Fiction Film Lab on Monday. The project, led by Chia Chee Sum and produced by Lee Yve Vonn, is the
story of a Vietnamese housekeeper living in [...] Ad•Quantum AnatomyThank for feedback. We will remove it and make the necessary changes. Quantum A.I. is expected to help change life as we know it. The best-selling leggings have earned over 10,000 five-star ratingsThere afternoon, everyone, and
thank you to us for limoneira's fourth quarter fiscal year 2020 conference call. Today's speech is by Harold Edwards, President and CEO. And Mark Palamountain, chief financial officer. Today, dennis Polk, president and CEO, and Marshall Witt, chief financial officer, will join me to review our financial
results. Before we proceed, let me remind everyone that today's discussion contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Federal Securities Act, including forecasts, estimates, forecasts or other statements about future events, strategies, demand, growth, costs, costs, and service models.
Models.
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